Surface Roughness of Commercial Composites after Different Polishing Protocols: An Analysis with Atomic Force Microscopy
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Abstract:

Background and Aims: Polishing may increase the surface roughness of composites, with a possible effect on bacterial growth and material properties. This preliminary in vitro study evaluates the effect of three different polishing systems (PoGo polishers, Enhance, Venus Supra) on six direct resin composites (Gradia Direct, Venus, Venus Diamond, Enamel Plus HFO, Tetric E Tec, Filtex Supreme XT).

Materials and Methods: For each composite, 12 square specimens were prepared: 9 specimens were polished, three for each different method, while three specimens were used as controls. Surface roughness was determined with AFM by measuring Root Mean Square (RMS) of average height.

Results: PoGo polisher determined a significantly rougher surface, versus controls, in 5 out of 6 composites evaluated. Some significant differences from unpolished controls were observed also for Enhance polishing. Polishing with Venus Supra did not result in any significant difference in surface roughness versus controls. No differences were observed between different polishing systems.

Conclusions: These preliminary results suggest that Venus Supra polishing system could determine a smoother composite surface if compared to the other polishing systems tested. On this basis, we are conducting an in vivo study to evaluate bacterial colonization on some combinations of composites and polishing protocols.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Survival of bacteria in the oral cavity is dependent upon adhesion to hard surfaces, such as those of teeth, filling materials, dental implants, or prostheses [1,2]. It is widely accepted that the surface roughness of intraoral hard surfaces has a major impact on the initial adhesion and the retention of oral microorganisms: in detail rougher surfaces (crowns, implant abutments, and denture bases) retain more plaque than smoother ones [1-3]. Roughness has also a major impact on the aesthetic appearance and discoloration of restorations [4], secondary caries and gingival irritation [5,6] and wear of opposing and adjacent teeth [7]. In patients with less than adequate oral hygiene, variations in surface roughness of provisional restorations may be associated to the onset of subclinical or even clinical inflammation [8,9]. On the other hand, a smoother surface of intraoral structures ensures patient comfort and facilitates oral hygiene [7].

Finishing and polishing of dental restoration materials is a common clinical practice, with the aim to improve the longevity and the esthetical aspect of the composite. Dentists often provide scaling and polishing for patients at regular 6-month intervals, even for those considered at low risk of developing periodontal disease. However, a recent Cochrane systematic review yielded insufficient evidence to support either the beneficial and adverse effects of routine scaling and polishing for periodontal health [10]. Moreover, an inappropriate polishing may result in a residual surface roughness, thus increasing plaque adhesion and impairing the mechanical and aesthetic characteristics of the material [11-13].

At present, several polishing protocols are used, from the “multiple-step” systems, which require different instruments, to the “one-step” systems, based on the use of unique equipment, e.g., silicon carbide brushes or rubberized cups and points permeated with diamond dust. Chromatic stability, erosion resistance and smoothness of direct restorations realized with composite resin might depend upon the material used. In fact, different composite resins present different hardness levels leading to a not uniform abrasion level after the polishing process [14]. The particle size of the composite also plays a central role: larger particles are often associated to an important detachment of the filling, and therefore to a higher porosity of the restoration [15]. Recently, the introduction of micro- and, in particular, of nano-hybrid composites has allowed to combine mechanic characteristics with a easier polishing procedure resulting, in line of principle, in a lower surface roughness [16,17]. However, experimental
evidence on the polishing procedure on nano-hybrid materials is still rather scant [17].

Surface roughness can be measured up to nanoscale by qualitative methods, such as scanning electron microscopy, or quantitative methods, such as profilometry [18]. In recent years, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been largely used in dentistry to study characteristics of different materials [19-21]. AFM allows a 3D imaging at a nanometric resolution, and does not need neither to work in vacuum nor any preparation of the specimen [19-21]. Of note, this technique has emerged as the most reliable in the evaluation of surface roughness [19].

On this basis, the purpose of this preliminary in vitro study is to estimate, by AFM, the surface roughness of different micro- and nano-hybrid composite resins after polishing procedures performed with different polishing systems currently in use.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

The composite resins (n=6) and the polishing systems applied (n=3) are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Square specimens (10×10mm, thickness=1.5 mm) were prepared for each resin by compressing the composite in a polyethylene matrix with an amalgam condenser. Exceeding material was removed with a cellulose stripe. The samples were then polymerized for 40 seconds with a photo-polymerizing lamp.

For each composite, 12 square specimens were prepared: 9 specimens were polished, three for each different method, while three specimens were used as controls. The polishing procedure was performed always by the same trained operator according to different manufacturer’s instructions, with a polishing time of 20 seconds to reproduce clinical practice. The samples obtained were kept in alcohol for 24 hours to remove detritus produced after polishing and they were kept in distilled water at 37 °C for 7 days protected from any source of light.

After one week, specimens were dried with an air jet for 30 seconds and then were observed with AFM (ELBATECH srl, Marciana, Italy), operating in tapping mode. The used probes (NSG10, NT MDT, Russia) had spring constant and resonance frequency values of approximately 10 N/m and 250 kHz, respectively. All measurements were done in air, with 512×512 pixels surface sampling. Scan size was equal to 50×50 μm². This area was chosen on the basis of the dimension of the typical bacteria expected to adhere to composite surface in vivo. The instrument was calibrated before the measurements using polyethylene spheres of known diameter. Five images were collected for each specimen, both in the central area and in the sides. Therefore, a total of 15 images/polishing method for each composite was collected. All AFM scans were performed by the same trained operator, who was blind towards the resin and the polishing system applied.

AFM images were analyzed using WSxM software (free downloadable from http://www.nanotec.es). This software was used to calculate root mean square (RMS) of the average height of every specimen, which can be assumed as a reliable index of roughness [19].

In this preliminary analysis, we evaluated the effects of different polishing systems on each single material, without directly comparing different composites. RMS values, expressed in μm, were analyzed with descriptive statistics. Differences between polishing systems and controls were evaluated via an ANOVA test with Bonferroni’s post-hoc test. A p value <0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

3. RESULTS

The average values of the surface roughness for each material analyzed with reference to the polishing protocol applied are presented in Table 3.

Table 1. Composites Resins Evaluated in the Present Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade name</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Granulometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gradia Direct</td>
<td>GC Corporation Tokyo</td>
<td>Micro-hybrid</td>
<td>0.85 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus</td>
<td>Heraeus Kulzer srl</td>
<td>Micro-hybrid</td>
<td>0.01-0.7 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus Diamond</td>
<td>Heraeus Kulzer srl</td>
<td>Nano-hybrid</td>
<td>0.7-2 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel Plus HFO</td>
<td>Micerium spa</td>
<td>Micro-hybrid</td>
<td>0.04-0.7 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetric EvoCeram</td>
<td>Vivadent, Schaan, Liechtenstein</td>
<td>Nano-hybrid</td>
<td>550 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtek Supreme XT</td>
<td>3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA</td>
<td>Nano-filled</td>
<td>75 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Polishing Systems Evaluated in the Present Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polishing System</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PoGo</td>
<td>Dentsply</td>
<td>diamond-impregnated resin disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus Supra</td>
<td>Heraeus Kulzer</td>
<td>silicone-impregnated polishing points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance</td>
<td>Dentsply</td>
<td>polished with aluminum oxide impregnated resin cups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All polishing protocols resulted in a numerically higher surface roughness with respect to controls, although a statistical difference was not always observed. Overall PoGo polisher protocol resulted in slightly higher RMS values, with respect to Enhance and Venus Supra. In fact, this polishing system determined a significantly rougher surface, with respect to controls, in 5 out of 6 composites evaluated, with the exception of Enamel Plus HFO. Some significant differences from unpolished controls were observed also for Enhance polishing, when applied to Venus and Enamel Plus HFO. Polishing with Venus Supra did not result in any significant difference in surface roughness, with respect to controls.

According to this finding, the polishing phase plays a critical role in the restoration process. However, polishing may result in an increase in surface roughness, with important consequences on plaque adhesion, surface pigmentation and composite marginal integrity [11-13].

This preliminary in vitro study aimed to evaluate, by means of AFM, the surface roughness of different micro- and nano-hybrid composites currently used in dental restoration, after the application of different polishing protocols. In all cases, the surface roughness of polished composites was higher than unpolished controls, such suggesting that polishing determines by itself a surface damage. This finding supports the results of recent similar studies [22,23]. However, polishing of composites is often necessary to finish off the restorations with rotating devices, in order to remove any excess of material and reduce possible contacts in mouth occlusion [24].

The results of the present study, although preliminary, seem to suggest the existence of some differences in surface roughness with different polishing systems on the micro- and nanohybrid composites tested. Of note, AFM was used to evaluate the surface damage; this method has recently been proved as the most reliable method to measure surface roughness [19]. The analysis of differences between polishing systems may provide some further basis for a rationale choice of the most appropriate polishing for a given composite, among the ones tested. In most cases, Venus Supra polishing protocol resulted in a smoother surface than the other protocols tested, even if no significant differences were observed.

These differences could be likely attributed both to the intrinsic features of the composite resin, such as filling and particle size, and to the characteristics of the devices used for the polishing, from the geometry of the used tools to the hardness of the abrasive [25]. In particular, the use of “multiple-step” polishing protocols, like Venus Supra, is associated to the smoothest surface, with a roughness comparable to unpolished controls, probably because of the capability of such protocols to abrade effectively both the dispersing matrix and the particles of the filling.

All polishing protocols resulted in a numerically higher surface roughness with respect to controls, although a statistical difference was not always observed. Overall PoGo polisher protocol resulted in slightly higher RMS values, with respect to Enhance and Venus Supra. In fact, this polishing system determined a significantly rougher surface, with respect to controls, in 5 out of 6 composites evaluated, with the exception of Enamel Plus HFO. Some significant differences from unpolished controls were observed also for Enhance polishing, when applied to Venus and Enamel Plus HFO. Polishing with Venus Supra did not result in any significant difference in surface roughness, with respect to controls.

However, no statistical differences were observed between different polishing systems, according to the ANOVA analysis.

### 4. DISCUSSION

The polishing phase plays a critical role in the restoration process. However, polishing may result in an increase in surface roughness, with important consequences on plaque adhesion, surface pigmentation and composite marginal integrity [11-13].

This preliminary in vitro study aimed to evaluate, by means of AFM, the surface roughness of different micro- and nano-hybrid composites currently used in dental restoration, after the application of different polishing protocols. In all cases, the surface roughness of polished composites was higher than unpolished controls, such suggesting that polishing determines by itself a surface damage. This finding supports the results of recent similar studies [22,23]. However, polishing of composites is often necessary to finish off the restorations with rotating devices, in order to remove any excess of material and reduce possible contacts in mouth occlusion [24].

The results of the present study, although preliminary, seem to suggest the existence of some differences in surface roughness with different polishing systems on the micro- and nanohybrid composites tested. Of note, AFM was used to evaluate the surface damage; this method has recently been proved as the most reliable method to measure surface roughness [19]. The analysis of differences between polishing systems may provide some further basis for a rationale choice of the most appropriate polishing for a given composite, among the ones tested. In most cases, Venus Supra polishing protocol resulted in a smoother surface than the other protocols tested, even if no significant differences were observed.

These differences could be likely attributed both to the intrinsic features of the composite resin, such as filling and particle size, and to the characteristics of the devices used for the polishing, from the geometry of the used tools to the hardness of the abrasive [25]. In particular, the use of “multiple-step” polishing protocols, like Venus Supra, is associated to the smoothest surface, with a roughness comparable to unpolished controls, probably because of the capability of such protocols to abrade effectively both the dispersing matrix and the particles of the filling.

It must be acknowledged that this study has several limitations. First, the in vitro nature of the present experimentation may limit, at least in part, its applicability to clinical practice. As a second limitation, although a direct correlation between surface roughness and bacterial adhesion is well-established [11], we did not investigate the colonization of bacteria on the polished surfaces, to seek for possible differences in the kinetic of cell growth and the hardness of bacterial plaque. Third, we did not investigate the contribution of material properties to the surface roughness resulting from polishing. Fourth, we do not have any data on the roughness of the polishing equipment, which may be correlated to the different results observed. Last, the sample size may be too small to retrieve definite conclusions; however, this analysis should be intended as a pilot study.

In fact, from the results of this pilot study, we are carrying a further investigation to evaluate, by means of AFM and fluorescence methods, the early and late colonization of bacterial cells in vivo, on same combinations of composites and polishing protocols. In this analysis, we will also evaluate material and plaque hardness.

While the results of this ongoing study will likely provide new tools for an evidence-based choice of a proper composite/polishing combination, the results of the present AFM
analysis indicate that the composite resins tested display variable roughness depending on the polishing system used.

Overall, these preliminary results might suggest that Venus Supra polishing system could determine a smoother composite surface if compared to the other polishing systems tested.
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